Inclusion and Diversity
Benchmark your progress
and build your plan

Foreword
Given the challenges that this year has
presented to our industry and the wider
community, important areas, such
as inclusion and diversity could have
easily fallen down the organisational
agenda. However, our recent research
into inclusion and diversity in the food
and consumer goods industry clearly
demonstrates that the commitment
and energy to make tangible progress
remains. And despite a challenging
year, many companies have found this
year to be a catalyst for change to
gain senior alignment and have more
meaningful conversations across the
entire workforce.
There is plenty of evidence to
suggest that an inclusive and diverse
organisation will help that organisation
prosper. Inclusion helps drive a
community spirit, a feeling of social
cohesion, and it helps foster talent and
enable individuals to be the best and
most authentic version of themselves.
It also drives creative thinking and
healthy challenge from individuals who

see and feel things in an alternative way.
As the largest consumer-facing industry
and largest private sector employer,
the need for our industry to champion
this agenda is significant. Even those
companies which have made huge
strides in this area, very much see this as
a continuing journey.
Working collaboratively, sharing
learnings and best practice can only
advance progress in this area leading to
continued change in the industry.
Our new research builds on the report,
Diversity in Food and Grocery, that we
released last year, in conjunction with
The MBS Group and in association
with PwC. One year on, at IGD, we
are committed to practically helping
businesses on this complex journey,
through our insights, free events and
industry networks.
Inclusion and diversity is a long-term
journey. To accelerate we must embrace
it in all parts of our organisations and
tackle it in a multi-dimensional way.

Susan Barratt
CEO, IGD
We are determined to make sure we keep
the conversation going, and I would like
to thank our HR Leaders Forum, which
continues to work closely with IGD to
champion this agenda in everything that
we do.
Good luck with your own journeys on this
critical topic and I hope that you find our
report useful in building a plan for success.
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In October 2020, we conducted
a benchmarking survey of over 30
companies and interviewed senior
HR leaders across major retailers,
food service providers and medium
to large branded manufacturers.
We sought to understand more
about the progress companies
have been able to make on their
inclusion and diversity journey,
during what has been a turbulent
and unpredictable year.

This new research marks a year anniversary
since we launched our initial research
‘Diversity in Food and Grocery’, in
conjunction with The MBS Group and in
association with PwC. The research drew
on data captured from over 200 companies
and conversations with more than 100
Chairs, CEOs and HR Directors and aimed
to paint a true picture of inclusion and
diversity in the industry, and to highlight
some examples of how a number of
organisations are driving greater
diversity in practice.
At that time, we discussed the importance
for companies to put a deliverable approach
to inclusion and diversity in place, and now
one year on, we are looking at what progress
has been made in the food and consumer
goods industry and what the current
challenges are for companies to have
meaningful inclusion and diversity
strategies in place.

Ten steps for a more diverse
and inclusive workforce
Insights from
our industry
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Key insights and actions
1

Our new benchmarking framework identifies the progress companies have
made this year and includes: those “sprinting ahead”; those who are now “up
and running” and those still “on the starting blocks”.

Use this framework to benchmark your organisation.

2

This year has been a catalyst for change for many companies helping them to
accelerate conversations at a senior level and drive action.

3

A large group of companies have not started on this journey yet, due to crisis
management or a lack of alignment at senior level.

4

The business case for inclusion and diversity is building and trading partners are
increasingly expecting shared values to be part of their strategic partnership.

5

Our ten steps for a more diverse and inclusive workforce gives guidance on
how to kickstart your plans.

Learn what interventions are being used and which
are most impactful.

Use the insights in this report to support
your leadership conversations.

Read how the Co-op is making inclusion and diversity
part of its strategic partnerships.

Use this to identify practical next steps.
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The inclusion and diversity
landscape in 2020
Over 80% of companies surveyed
report having inclusion and diversity
as part of their senior leadership
conversations, showing that despite
the commercial and operational
pressures of the year, senior teams
are still finding time to discuss
this agenda.
Indeed, many companies report that
the events of this year have acted as
a catalyst; helping to start more meaningful
conversations across workforces and amongst
senior leadership teams, and ultimately
increasing the urgency to act.
However, there is still plenty of work to be done,
with half confirming that they have a inclusion
and diversity strategy in place, and only 40%
stating they have targets that measure progress.
Both of these are fundamental steps to truly
deliver progress.

Which of the following form part of your organisation’s work on inclusion
and diversity?

We communicate progress internally and externally
We measure our progress against targets
We have agreed targets
We have defined a D&I strategy
We deliver company-wide training programmes
We deliver ad hoc/informal interventions
It’s part of our senior leadership conversations
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Source: Inclusion and diversity Benchmarking Survey:
2020, IGD
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The inclusion and diversity
landscape in 2020
We continue to see the greatest
focus on gender diversity, with
over 90% stating this forms part
of their inclusion and diversity
plans, closely followed by a focus
on ethnicity. The focus on social
mobility and nationality remains
low and conversations highlight
that these are largely less well
understood.
Separately, respondents were asked to
highlight which area of focus they are
finding most difficult. Half of respondents
report that making progress on ethnicity is
most challenging, largely due to not having
accurate data or having the breadth of
relatable role models to support under
represented groups.

Which of the following areas of focus are included in your inclusion
and diversity plans?
100

Gender
Ethnicity
LGBTQ+
Disability
Age
Social Mobility
Nationality
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Source: Inclusion and diversity Benchmarking Survey: 2020, IGD
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Benchmarking framework
for companies
Inclusion and diversity strategies
develop at different paces for
different companies and this is to be
expected. This can be due to size,
internal resources and leadership.
We have created a framework to highlight
where companies currently sit and explore the
common characteristics.

30%
Sprinting Ahead

45%
On the
Starting Blocks

25%
Up and Running

Source: Inclusion and diversity Benchmarking Survey: 2020, IGD

Action point
Use this framework to benchmark your organisation and support
senior leadership discussions.
INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY REPORT 2020
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Sprinting ahead
These are typically companies, which have prioritised inclusion and diversity at
the very core of their business for over three years.
This year, they report an acceleration, with many having more relevant, wide-reaching conversations
and truly having a solid understanding of what an inclusive culture means.

Common characteristics
Continuous senior leadership
conversations
Prioritisation of an inclusive
workforce, which leads to
greater diversity
“Overall, I would say that the external
environment has made it easier in some
ways as I&D has become so high profile
… We have had a high participation in
educational webinars that we have held
with guest speakers.”
HR Leader, UK leading retailer

Dedicated resource to deliver
the programmes of work
Delivery of formal training
programmes and events across
the company

Strategy in place and
sponsored by senior team
(beyond HR)
Agreed targets, data to
measure progress and
processes to communicate
internally and externally
Strong engagement and regular
dialogue with all marginalised or
under-represented groups to
ensure all voices are heard
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Sprinting ahead
Action points
Review which interventions are most impactful and explore how you
can accelerate these
Ensure you don’t become complacent, continue to review long-term
impact and learn from other companies
Support companies across your supply chain to help them learn from
your experiences – share learning and best practice to inspire and
engage
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Up and running
Companies in this tier have found this year to be a catalyst
to kick-start their strategy.
These companies have created opportunities to listen to employees across all parts of their organisation
and they are starting to implement training plans (starting typically with senior teams). The next step for
many is to continue to gather accurate data and set specific targets.

Common characteristics
Regular senior leadership
conversations
Strategy in place, sponsored
typically by HR Director

“The global pandemic, rapid changes in
how people work, and the Black Lives
Matter movement have all been huge
catalysts for progress, because they have
surfaced feelings, highlighted differences
on working style, viewpoints, levels of
adaptability.”

Incomplete or limited
workforce data

Listening groups within
organisations with
marginalised or underrepresented groups
Delivery of training, starting
with senior leaders
Medium-term targets have yet
to be agreed

HR Director, International manufacturer
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Up and running
Action points
Create sponsorship for inclusion and diversity across the entire
senior team (not just with HR Directors)
Develop a clear roadmap with milestones and targets, that
are widely understood
Develop plans to support the development of Line Managers
and the wider workforce
Identify role-models within your organisation (or externally)
to support talent from underrepresented groups
Explore new ways to increase your data accuracy, to help
set targets and measure progress
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On the starting
blocks
This group is still on the starting blocks and has yet to formally set out its stall on
inclusion and diversity. For many, both internal and external pressure is building,
creating a platform to act.
Conversations with senior leaders reveal that for many this hasn’t been a strategic decision to
pause action, but a short-term response, whilst coping with the current crisis, and they have
already built plans to launch in 2021. Others, however, reveal they are still struggling to secure the
leadership buy-in needed to prioritise the agenda.

Common characteristics

“Focus on managing through Covid-19 has
diverted time away from I&D. This was
not a conscious or strategic shift, nor a
welcome one, but simply a necessity in a
smaller business to cope with the Covid
crisis. However, I also believe the I&D
agenda has raised in prominence over this
time and is a bigger priority than ever.”

Ad hoc senior leadership
conversations, with no clear
sponsorship

Employee insights
predominantly come from
company engagement surveys

Starting to scope strategy
to identify key milestones

Individual employees engage
in external mentoring
programmes or events

Can feel uncomfortable talking
openly about the challenges
they face when addressing
inclusion and diversity

Have created an activity
plan for 2021

CEO, UK medium-sized business
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On the starting
blocks
Action points
Use networks and learning opportunities fully to gain best practice from
more experienced companies
Ask your workforce how inclusive your organisation feels. What do
their views tell you and what action as a leadership team do you
want to take?
Discuss as a leadership team what it will take to make progress – will
you wait for inclusion and diversity to become a pre-requisite for
doing business, before you commit to making progress?

INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY REPORT 2020
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A business case
for change
The business case for change
is gathering pace. This year’s
events have certainly acted as an
accelerator and few businesses can
afford to shy away from this agenda.
Conversations with senior leaders reveal that
many recognise that consumers, employees,
investors and trading partners are increasingly
expecting them to demonstrate strong inclusion
and diversity values and plans that align behind
this.
Looking ahead, we anticipate trading partners
will increasingly seek out companies who share
similar values. A strong focus on inclusion and
diversity is not only the ‘right thing to do’,
but will also become part of the commercial
dialogue.
In October this year, Co-op announced that
a focus on inclusion and diversity is a prerequisite for being a strategic partner.

Speaking at the recent IGD trade briefing,
Co-op highlighted how this will be part of the
way it does business, integrating inclusion
and diversity into its joint business plans and
ensuring it is kept alive through top-to-top

conversations. It is currently working
with a pilot group of suppliers to develop
a toolkit of support.

“To be a strategic partner of Co-op, a focus
on inclusion and diversity is a pre-requisite.”
Sinead Bell, Buying Director, Co-op

Action point
For those who have yet
to truly prioritise inclusion
and diversity, consider this:
does it need to become a
commercial necessity and
a pre-requisite for doing
business, before you commit
to making progress?
INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY REPORT 2020
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The inclusion and
diversity toolkit
Developing a inclusion and diversity
strategy is unique to every company;
there is no silver bullet or one size
that fits all. However, there are
common interventions that typically
form part of a toolkit.

Our survey reveals that interventions such as
flexible working to support carers and parents,
internal networks to support under-represented
groups and training programmes are most
prevalent.

Which of the following interventions do you have within your company
to support your inclusion and diversity agenda?
Enhanced benefits packages to support D&I
Enhanced progression pathways
Mentoring scheme (external/cross country)
External networking events/programme
Physical changes to the working environment
Mentoring scheme (internal)
Links with local schools
Links with charities/partner organisation
Recruitment practices (e.g. blind CVs)
Inclusive leadership training for managers
Unconscious bias training for colleagues
Employee groups/internal networks
Flexible working and support for carers and parents
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Source: Inclusion and diversity Benchmarking Survey: 2020, IGD
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What makes an impact?

“Regular conversations.
We have a network of
colleague groups that
each meet to talk about
one of the I&D topics to
keep the drum beat alive
across the business.”

“Balanced slates
for recruitment
and development
opportunities”

“Unconscious bias training –
it’s opened the eyes of our
colleagues to biases we
have and the effect this
has on others.”

“Board focus
and formal
reporting
on diversity”

“Leadership
listening
forums with
colleagues
across work
levels and
functions.”

“Let’s talk about race’ training
sessions, facing into some of the
issues our black colleagues have
come up against and how we
educate ourselves and colleagues
across the business.”
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Identifying and overcoming
challenges
Finally, we asked what the
biggest challenges have been
for progressing the inclusion and
diversity agenda this year – two
stood out.
Firstly, and perhaps unsurprisingly, many
reveal the challenge of keeping inclusion and
diversity high on the agenda, in the face of
commercial and operational priorities. This
year has been exceptional, but senior teams
will need to find a way to rebalance shortterm and longer-term strategic priorities to be
able to sustain progress on building a more
diverse workforce. This requires recognition of
the commercial value of a diverse workforce
and sponsorship across the full senior teams,
rather than a priority that sits solely
with HR teams.
Secondly, 60% stated that a lack of diverse
role models within the company to support
the agenda was a significant challenge to
progress this year. Role models are a great
way to bring inclusion and diversity to life in
an organisation and inspire emerging talent.

Which have been the challenges for progressing inclusion and diversity
within your organisation this year?
Poorly defined job roles within D&I
Difficulty in measuring progress against agreed targets
Lack of senior leadership team buy-in for D&I
Low turnover of workforce
Limited knowledge of how to build a strategy
Limited diversity amongst applicants
Difficulty in gathering data to set targets and report them
Limited understanding and buy-in from Line Managers
Not enough dedicated resource (people) to create/implement
Lack of diverse role models within company
Other priorities take precedence
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Source: Inclusion and diversity Benchmarking Survey: 2020, IGD

Action point
Companies will need to reflect on how they can identify role models
and look outside of their own organisations to inspire talent within
our industry.
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Ten steps for a more diverse
and inclusive workplace
At IGD, we are committed to
supporting organisations with their
inclusion and diversity strategy
developments, as we drive progress
and ensure it stays high on the
agenda for businesses across
our industry.

01
•

Be clear why it’s important to you – for
example: responding to skills shortages;
addressing a gender pay gap; better
reflecting your customer base

03

To support companies to achieve this progress,
we have developed this concise checklist
of common themes and learnings from our
research and conversations with companies.
We hope it will help you identify practical steps
you can take to move inclusion and diversity
forward in your own business.

•

Think about the levers of diversity you can pull
– gender is often a good place to start, but
ethnicity, social mobility or age may be more
relevant or important to your business

•

Approach inclusion and diversity like a
change programme – you are more likely to
make sustained progress if it is a priority for
your entire leadership team, not just HR

•

Articulate what success will look like – you
may want to do this for the whole organisation
and/or specific business functions

•

Create ownership – appoint a leader
with a clear mandate and the authority
to champion inclusion and diversity. If you
cannot afford to create a dedicated role,
this could be a development opportunity for
one of your rising talent

•

Develop and embed inclusive leadership
– this may require a specific intervention
to build a common understanding and set
of behaviours among your senior leaders;
the more advanced companies have set
performance metrics relating to inclusion

02

Define what diversity
and inclusion means
for your organisation

Identify your strengths
and priorities for
improvement

•

Be forensic and honest – most of the companies
we talked to recognised this is a new area of
management with a lot of work to do. Don’t
be afraid or overwhelmed by the task ahead –
progress can only be achieved with transparency

•

Use this report to help you frame your thinking,
then benchmark your performance

Lead from
the top
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Ten steps for a more diverse
and inclusive workplace

04

Set targets
and measure progress

•

There is a strong consensus that
‘what gets measured, gets done’

•

Communication of progress and
transparency are also key

05

Foster an inclusive
culture and mindset

•

Create an environment where everyone can
be at their best – simple changes such as a
more relaxed dress code, allowing employees
to show their individuality or more radical ones
such as an office move can have a big impact

•

Empower your internal champions – employee
focus groups, internal networks and reverse
mentoring schemes were often mentioned as
powerful mechanics to drive change

06
•

•

Educate and support
your line managers

Equip your line managers to support their
teams and take action – they need to be
prepared to model the right behaviours,
identify issues and potentially have difficult
conversations
Consider providing training on ‘unconscious
bias’ – this is a practical step that many
companies have found to have a significant
impact and help shift behaviours

07
•

Identify and prioritise
interventions

These can be company-wide programmes
or a toolkit of targeted interventions that line
managers and employees can access (such
as coaching and mentoring)
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Ten steps for a more diverse
and inclusive workplace

08

Share success
stories

•

Identify and showcase positive role models
– they are a great way to bring inclusion
and diversity to life in your organisation and
inspire emerging talent

•

Celebrate success and progress – your own
internal communication channels are a great
way to do this or you could consider entering
an industry award

09
•

10
•

Keep inclusion and
diversity high on your
organisation’s agenda

Taking a long-term ‘test and learn’ approach
is often quoted by the more advanced
companies as a key to success

Learn from
others

Learn from companies that are prepared to
share their stories – the case studies in this
report provide a starting point; you can also
share experiences with your peers
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Insights from
our industry
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Insights from
our industry
Could you give us an introduction into Arla,
I&D and where you are positioned within that?

Ash Amirahmadi

Managing Director, Arla Foods UK

Arla is the third-largest food company in the
UK, probably most well-known for our brands
including Lurpak, Cravendale and Anchor. We
are a farmer cooperative which is quite unique
as a business, with 11,000 farmers across the
company. And we’re cooperative by nature, too
- there’s a sense of belonging very quickly, and
of being a very values focussed business.
We are still quite early into our I&D journey, but
we have a clear strategy, both for the UK and
globally. We’re measuring our progress and
seeing improvement in a number of metrics.
The really important part is enabling and
creating an environment where people feel
confident to express their ideas, to challenge
and to create – that, for me, is the most
exciting part of inclusion and diversity.

We come from an extremely male
orientated, middle-aged place.
Personally, I’m someone of mixed race
and cultures, and after 25 years of working in
business, I have experienced my fair share of
unconscious bias. In turn, this has made me
aware of my own bias, which is very important
as a leader: it has to start with you.
As you embark on your journey,
what are your areas of focus for I&D?
My main focus is leadership and developing
leaders to be empathetic. At Arla, there’s a
leadership team of 12, plus a group we call
The Change Leadership Forum. This consists
of 45 people, not just the top leaders, but those
who report into the leadership team and have
the most impact on our company as a whole.
If you can engage those 45 people, change
becomes a lot easier.
We find a more varied range of views within
The Change Leadership Forum, and the I&D
agenda very much sits there.
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Insights from
our industry
What are your key I&D elements?

Leendert den Hollander

Vice President and General Manager,
Coca Cola European Partners (CCEP)

Catherine Gillespie

HR Director,
Coca Cola European Partners (CCEP)

One of the enablers to ‘Be Yourself, Be Valued,
Belong’ is our Inclusion ambassador network
‘#JustBe’. #JustBe is a network of 100 200
volunteer Inclusion ambassadors. These people
are passionate change makers who drive
inclusion at all levels of the business. Our Inclusion
ambassador network has opened up Inclusion as
a topic for all parts of our business to embrace, in
particular it has been especially good for supply
chain, where #JustBe ambassadors are raising
awareness of what it means to be Inclusive and
driving change locally. Metrics and analytics are
also key to driving our I&D strategy. Measuring
company statistics at different levels, functions
and locations provides the understanding we
need to continue to facilitate change across
gender, ethnicity and multi-generation metrics.
We run an engagement survey every six months
– and we’re seeing significant improvement
throughout the business when it comes to our
Inclusion and Belonging scores. There’s still a long
way to go – but being aware of the key figures is
the place to start.

How have you extended your
I&D strategy beyond gender?
Our focus has shifted to become more inclusive
of other areas of diversity such as culture,
heritage, LGBTQ and disabilities. We are
constantly doing development sessions and
deep dives – in mental health,
for example – to see how we can improve.
Data isn’t always held on all these areas so it
can be challenging to understand who we are
attracting and how we can improve further.
Also, people are often reluctant to talk about
ethnicity and nationality, thinking they’re
making a mistake by bringing it up. However,
there’s nothing wrong with speaking about
ethnicity if you’re not meaning to offend – it’s
better to ask the question than to not talk
about it.
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Insights from
our industry
What areas have you found more difficult for I&D?

Oliver Morton

Managing Director, Western Europe,
Kellogg Company

Samantha Thomas-Berry
Vice President, European HR,
Kellogg Company

Tell us about your strategy for gender inclusivity
We’ve made great strides in this area. Through
intentional talent choices, gender diversity has
seen a 34-44% increase at Kellogg’s. By creating
the right opportunities, providing senior female
leaders with mentors and focussing on skillsbuilding (both practical and in confidence), we
have been able to make progress. We’re going
beyond just having a conversation, and taking
action is having real results. To get to 50/50, we
have to consider flexible working, for example.

We have never really focussed on LGBTQ+, so the
reality is that we are still learning. It is the area
in which we have been least intentional, but we
are passionate about changing this and keen to
move along. So far, progress is patchy here; the
UK is more advanced for example. We do have an
employee network of LGBTQ+ employees called
K-Pride and Allies, which creates a network of LGBT
employees,and we are seeing team members
driving change from the bottom up.
How did your recent office move affect I&D?
Our new office has a completely different feel, and
we’re excited to see how this site attracts
different demographics of people who change the
culture at Kellogg’s Company. We are constantly
updating ourselves, and we aim to continue. The
office move has had the biggest impact on our
culture. It’s now in the heart of the community that
make up our customers and people now come into
work in a different way and we’ve seen the change
come through in the way they work.

How does your ‘Breakfast for Better Days’
initiative drive social mobility?
We believe all children deserve the best start
to the day which is why Kellogg’s supports
breakfast clubs in vulnerable areas across the
UK. In sponsoring these clubs, we offer a lifeline
to working parents and children who may not
have breakfast otherwise. This year, for our 20th
anniversary, we doubled our
investment in our breakfast club programme.
We got teachers to bring in children from the
winning clubs of our annual Breakfast Club
Awards into Parliament, it was a really fantastic
experience that melted my heart. We’re very
passionate about it here at Kellogg’s and it also
strongly improves our ties to local communities.
Our employees also get involved by donating
their time to helping these community initiatives
through our Breakfasts for Better Days
volunteering programme.

Employees are more engaged, more focused
and there is a noticeable shift in the attitude and
feel of the place. Every morning I get that excited
feeling of stepping out of the lift. We must aim to
replicate that feeling across the board.
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Insights from
our industry

Sumaira Latif

Company Accessibility Leader,
Procter and Gamble

Have there been any significant I&D
changes in the last couple of years?

Have you got any examples of how inclusive
thinking relates to business success?

We have seen real change in our disability
inclusion strategy. Top senior leaders have
taken a very intentional interest and made
an effort to understand what they need to be
doing to make change happen. Moreover, any
offices being built are now totally accessible,
and existing buildings are being

My inspiration comes from Apple, who put
accessibility at the heart of the company. An
iPhone can talk to you if you’re blind and the
text can enlarge if you’ve got bad eyesight.
Specific settings on an iPhone cater to every
group, driving accessibility and inclusivity.

adapted to ensure they are inclusive for
everyone, for example the front door of our
US office was removed and replaced with an
automatic door so everyone can get in.

Now, 86% of disabled people own an iPhone.
If Apple can do it, why can’t we?

We’re also looking at our advertising. We’re
developing adverts with subtitles for the hard
of hearing, and ads with audio description
for blind customers. We’ve worked closely
with broadcasters to make this happen and
we’re proud that our communications are now
so much more meaningful for our disabled
community.
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Insights from
our industry

Clodagh Moriarty
Chief Digital Officer, Sainsbury’s

Simon Roberts
Chief Executive Officer, Sainsbury’s

What is the main focus of I&D?

What is your main focus of I&D?

Clodagh: There are many! The one I’d like to
touch on is inclusive leadership - it’s at the
heart of creating sustainable I&D, whether in
recruiting, coaching, promoting or managing.
We’ve been bringing leaders through inclusion
programmes and introduced bonus-linked
targets associated with inclusive behaviours.
We’ve set a 40% female representation target
for the top 250 leaders, across operating board
and level below.

Simon: As the ethnicity, religion and belief board
sponsor my specific focus is in this area for
inclusion and diversity. One particular focus for
me is ensuring talented BAME colleagues have
the opportunities to fulfil their potential and
progress to senior levels. This morning we spent
time together reviewing Black History Month.

Flexible working is also important to a large
cohort of our colleague base. I love my job (it’s
arguably the best job in the world!) but I’ve also
got two children who I love more. I need to be
able to balance being the best at work and
seeing my children. So, because of that, despite
being part of the leadership team I don’t work
Fridays. It means I can spend significant time
with my children - I don’t miss sports days or
nativity plays. It’s a good day at work if I can
role model that message of balance across the
organisation.

We are increasingly more overt in our support
for Black History Month both internally and
externally which demonstrates our clear
commitment to providing an inclusive
environment for everyone. I’ve been struck
by leaders who want to lead with better
understanding and have more inclusive
conversations - whether that’s by celebrating
world cultures or cooking food together. We’ve
had some encouraging results. We have a
target of 10% across 250 top leaders to be BAME
by 2021 and we’ve reached over 7%. We’re not
focused on the target alone, but it’s very clear
that we must set ourselves ambition to drive
change.
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Insights from
our industry

Natasha Adams

Chief People Officer, Tesco

Alessandra Bellini

Chief Customer Officer, Tesco
What is the main focus of I&D at Tesco?
We have 440,000 employees at Tesco, and
we embrace differences in people, personality
and style. Our overall focus is highlighting that
everybody is welcome here.
When it comes to I&D, we’ve built three strategic
pillars. The first pillar is maintaining a strong
foundation. We have so many colleagues across
so many different countries, and we want to
focus on ensuring everyone understands the
importance of I&D in their own company, and how
this relate to their peers and their customers. Our
second pillar we call ‘the opportunity to get on’.

This is a broad concept which aims to ensure
everyone has the tools they need to excel in their
role, regardless of background, religion, sexual
orientation etc. Each person has to decide for
themselves what ‘getting on’ means. This also
incorporates things outside work, for example
learning new skills, developing new hobbies
and pursuing interests. The third pillar is ‘living
the purpose’. This consists of our core value
about treating people how they want to be
treated. Only then can we unlock the value of our
workforce.
How does age come into play at Tesco?
We’re proud to have fantastic representation
across the board. Our stores provide opportunity
to welcome people of all ages into Tesco. Our
youngest store member is 16, and our oldest is 92.
Have there been any major changes to I&D
in the last couple of years?
I think we are benefiting from a combination of
things. Internally, we’ve always been a place
where people are welcome; in any store in any
location, Tesco represents the community it
serves. It always has.

Our current executives are incredibly passionate
about I&D and they’re committed to living
the values about everyone being welcome.
Externally, the level of transparency required
within the grocery space helps organisations
look in the mirror and creates a challenging
conversation. Aside from that, external factors
are not a particularly strong driver and we start
initiatives of our own accord.
For example, we spoke about the gender pay
gap before regulation came in. We also take
a very broad perspective on gender where
externally there is a very narrow representation.
We’re making good progress and I think there is
a good level of energy and effort there, which is
at its strongest.
We’re really setting the tone this year in terms
of embedding inclusion everywhere. We have
a long way to get (BAME is not where we want
it to be) but we’re doing lots to get underneath
that and unlock potential. We try to dig deep
and understand the ways in which people are
choosing to live their lives; it forces you to get
underneath those challenges. It’s a combination
of all those things coming together, and we’re
really excited by the energy we’re putting into
the space.
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Insights from
our industry
What is your main I&D focus?

Rachel Baldwin

Vice President Human Resources,
Pilgrim’s Pride Ltd. (formally Tulip Ltd.)

For us, it’s the gender pay gap. There’s a lot
of confusion and misunderstanding about
the gender pay gap and what it means, but
we are focussing on bringing more women
into the business from the outset. Operating
in an industry which has a traditionally male
dominated history and heritage, we have
to consider where we advertise our open
positions, our methods of recruitment and our
unconscious bias. What words can we use
to make the industry more appealing?

Could you tell us about
your mental health initiatives?
We’ve partnered with the charity MIND to
encourage mental health awareness in our
company. MIND seemed appropriate because
in our industry, jobs can be low pay and people
do face significant challenges. Our company is
also very male dominated, and it’s worth asking
how comfortable people are admitting that
they’re struggling, either at work or at home.
Mental health problems are harder to spot that
physical illnesses, and we’re working to create
an environment where it’s ok not to be ok.
We signed a pledge saying exactly that in 2018.
We’ve also implemented voluntary
“Mental Health First Aiders”. There’s a training
programme for the scheme, and just as with
normal first aiders, everyone knows who their
mental health first aider is on site. These people
are trained to support, and to signpost to
professionals where necessary. It’s all about
encouraging conversation and letting people
know it’s ok to talk about their problems
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Insights from
our industry

Rita Greenwood

Regional President Europe,
Middle East & Africa,
William Grant & Sons

What is the main focus of I&D
at William Grant & Sons?

Tell us about your mental
health and wellbeing strategy

We identified four key areas. Firstly, understanding
I&D and considering how we communicate that
to our teams. Second, achieving gender balance.
Third, agile working. Lastly, mental wellbeing and
neurodiversity.

The Mental Wellbeing steering group has
incredible momentum and it’s the topic that
colleagues are most passionate about. In our
first Steering Group meeting, everyone spoke
about mental health in terms of stress levels,
but as we know, mental wellbeing is a much
bigger subject so we’ve chosen to focus on that
more holistically and specifically to also call out
neurodiversity as an area of focus.

Each area of focus has a sub group run
by volunteers. The groups execute annual
engagement plans for our colleagues across
the world, encouraging us to make public
pledges to improve our wellbeing, or to celebrate
International Women’s Day, for example.
We have also looked at our policies to ensure we
are attracting a range of candidates. We have
assessed our parental policies, considered how
we can enhance our agile working strategies, and
reviewed the format and language used in our job
specs. For example, if a job spec calls out a travel
requirement, it might put off candidates with
caring responsibilities, when in reality a role with
travel once a month is very manageable.
Personally, I’m passionate about unconscious
bias, and believe it to be a big issue across all
areas of diversity. It’s been a personal journey for
me - I remember recognising my own bias when a
candidate was wearing jeans in an interview and
jumping to conclusions before realising they were
a fantastic candidate.

The mantra for the team is to TALK, TRAIN,
TAKE ACTION, and we’re incredibly proud to
have trained 100 Mental Wellbeing Champions
across our global business, who now act as
the first port of call if anyone needs support. In
addition, we now have volunteers running yoga
and mindfulness sessions at sites across the
world to improve our colleagues’ overall mental
and physical wellbeing.
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Get in touch
LinkedIn
linkedin.com/company/igd/

IGD is a training and research charity.
IGD has a trading subsidiary (IGD
Services Limited) which provides a
range of commercial services including
research and insight on the food and
consumer goods industry.
The net profits from these commercial
services help fund IGD the charity.
Registered Charity No. 309939
www.igd.com

